UNIT -III
4. Crystallization: Characteristics of crystals like – purity, size shape, geometry, habit,
forms size and factors affecting them. Solubility curves and calculation of yields, material
and heat balances around Swenson Walker Crystalizer. Supersaturation theory and its
limitations, nucleation mechanisms, crystal growth, study of various types of crystallizer,
tanks, agitated batch, Swenson Walker, single vacuum, circulating magma and Krystal
crystallizer, caking of crystals and its prevention, numerical problems on yields.
UNIT -IV
5. Materials of Construction: General study of composition, corrosion, resistance,
properties and applications of materials of construction with special reference to stainless
steel and glass.
6. Industrial Hazards and safety Precautions: Mechanical, Chemical, Electrical, fire and
dust hazards, industrial dermatitis, accident records etc.
UNIT -V
7. Centrifugations: Principles of centrifugation, classification of centrifuges industrial
centrifugal filters and centrifugal sedimenters such as perforated basket centrifuge,
semicontinuous centrifuge, super centrifuge, De laval clarifier.
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Pharm. Engineering-II
PRACTICAL 3 hours/ week
(A minimum of 15 experiments shall be conducted)
1. Determination of rate of evaporation.
2. Determination of overall heat transfer coefficient.
3. Experiments based on steam, extractive and azeotropic distillations.
4. Experiments based on determination of radiation constant.
5. Experiments based on sieve analysis.
6.Experiments based on size reduction using ball mill
7. Experiments to illustrate the influence of various parameters on the rate of drying.
8.Measurement of flow of Determination of rate of drying, free moisture content and
bound moisture content.
9. Experiments to illustrate solid – solid mixing, determination of mixing efficiency using
different types of mixers.
10.fluids and their pressure, determination of Reynolds number.
11. Determination of humidity – use of Dry Bulb and Wet Bulb temperatures and
Psychrometric charts.
12. Experiments to demonstrate applications of centrifugation.
13. Experiments based on crystallization.
14 .Other experiments based on theory.

